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“A Royal Kegstand”
Majestic Wine plc
Those of you who have been following us know that we are not fans of stationary retail (Hi Gerry!). But
there is more in this bottle than meets the eye. Majestic is best known for its just over 200 wine store
outlets across the UK (we will call this part of the business “MR”). The best comp is German “Jacques’
Weindepot”. MR is the leading specialist wine retailer in the UK. The outlets look more like wine
warehouses in non-prime locations than high-street stores. The typical customer drives to an MR outlet
every three months or so and loads the back of her SUV to be well-stocked with wine for a while.
Luckily there is more to the business than this. Majestic consists of two completely different divisions.1
Besides the retail division Majestic has „Naked Wines” („NW“). NW was acquired in 2015 for c. GBP70m.
A key asset which entered the firm with that acquisition was NW founder and CEO, Rowan Gormley, who
subsequently became CEO of the entire Majestic Group. NW runs an innovative direct-to-consumer wine
club which is revolutionizing the classic supply chain of the global wine industry with its various
intermediaries and indirect order processes. It connects consumers directly with vintners. The takeover of
NW was a picture-perfect example of: “if you can’t beat them - join them.”
Majestic Retail
MR is active in the highly competitive wine retailing sector. The business model is under pressure from a
variety of competitors. MR sells at affordable to upper middle price points. On average, customers of MR
are not high-end wine experts but people who appreciate good wine and are willing to pay a reasonable
price for it. Competition thus includes increasingly aggressive supermarkets and even discount retailers. If
you, like we do, regularly shop at ALDI, you will have noticed that the wine aisle has been through upgrade
cycles for quite a few years now and you can get much more than the good old “headache in a box”.
Discounters themselves are in heavy competition and are always looking for opportunities to give their
outlets a more upscale experience. While the customer groups are not perfectly congruent, there is some
overlap. Moreover, digitization does not spare the wine industry. The number of online wine stores has
been increasing. Especially for consumers who buy wine by the case, home delivery is an attractive value
proposition. While this all sounds terrible, we believe that we are still early in the cycle of creative
destruction. MR is flat on revenue and according to management should generate roughly GBP20m of
EBITDA in 2019.
Naked Wines
NW was founded in 2008 by Rowan Gormley. Rowan is a serial entrepreneur and previously built Virgin
Wines and Virgin Money. Today, NW is available in the USA, UK and Australia, while long-term the US
will be the most important market due to volume and an attractive price point.

There are in fact two further divisions which we will neglect in the spirit of staying concise. One of them is called
„Commercial“, which is wine wholesale. The other is a wine wholesale and advisory business that works with corporate
customers, events and catering firms. („Lay & Wheeler“). Both divisions exhibit flat revenues, are profitable and thus
support themselves.
1
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On the website www.nakedwines.com customers can register as Angels. As an Angel you will be funding
at least GBP20 monthly into your account and can use that credit to buy wines from mostly tiny vineyards
across the world. The benefit of being an Angel is that you will be getting major discounts on the wines of
the roundabout 120 vineyards that are on the NW platform. Some of the vineyards produce a very limited
number of bottles. This model creates benefits both for consumers and producers. One of the key
challenges that small vineyards face is a lack of sales visibility. A trip to one of the world’s most important
wine trade fairs in Duesseldorf (“ProWein”) makes the problem tangible. Talk to the owner of a tiny
vineyard in Uruguay and you will learn about how the guy boards a flight to Germany once a year and
approaches random passer-by importers at his stand. The fair happens every year in March. The wine that
is tasted at that fair has been made from grapes that were harvested many months, perhaps years ago. The
vineyard thus needs to plan its capex and working capital far in advance. For us finance people this is
nauseating. NW is part of the cure as its platform connects customers with producers at a much earlier
stage in the production cycle. NW collects funds and orders, and is able to provide more visibility to
vintners. Furthermore, winemakers receive direct customer feedback through the social networking part of
the platform and are thus closer than ever to their end-markets.
The advantages for customers are obvious. By skipping the many intermediate sales-men, consumers get
access to unknown, niche wines. The ability to directly interact with winemakers equips customers with the
input to modestly brag and tell a story about the wine when drinking with friends. NW is thus both
economically as well as psychologically elegant.
NW has only been around for just over a decade; its underlying profitability is hidden behind growth
investments booked as operating expenses. This profile is common among online business models like
Zalando, Takeaway.com or Hellofresh. Here, revenue growth is fueled by aggressive discounting. If you
live in New York, you will regularly be bombarded with Hellofresh vouchers in your mailbox… During a
conversation with Rowan Gormley you will quickly notice that he is not a fan of this shotgun approach.
His market penetration approach is marked by a series of small A-B tests. He told us that on average he
will be running 15-20 experiments with small investment amounts. Approaches that don’t work are killed
ruthlessly and those that do will be backed with more resources. This reminds us a bit of Jeff Bezos.
This style of gradual incremental marketing spending leads to growth rates of 10-15% - modestly lower
than the online comps previously mentioned.2 NW does, however, nail down the most valuable customers
(with high Customer Lifetime Value “CLV”) and has lower churn rates of newly acquired customers. That
way, every year NW acquires new cohorts of customers with repeat sales. The following chart illustrates
this:
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2019 H1: 14% revenue growth at NW. By country: UK 6.9%, USA 19.3%, Australia 18.6%
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In 2018, NW invested GBP14m into new customer acquisition. In 2019, this will increase to GBP20m,
which temporarily depresses earnings but generates sustainable value going forward. So far, Majestic has
produced the following unadjusted financial results:3
FYE in GBPm
Revenue
Majestic Retail
Naked Wines
Commercial
Lay & Wheeler
Unallocated
Inter-Segment Revenue
Total Revenues
EBIT
Majestic Retail
Naked Wines
Commercial
Lay & Wheeler
Unallocated
Total EBIT

Mar 15

Mar 16

Mar 17

Mar 18

231,4
42,2
11,8
(0,9)
284,5

244,0
102,5
45,6
10,7
(0,7)
402,1

262,2
144,3
46,6
14,7
(2,4)
465,4

263,8
156,1
43,4
14,5
(1,6)
476,1

19,1
3,7
0,0
(1,2)
21,7

14,0
1,0
3,8
0,2
(2,3)
16,6

13,3
1,4
2,5
1,0
(4,2)
14,1

13,3
8,7
2,4
0,9
(7,2)
18,2

How value is created
We can’t really tell whether Majestic was smart or lucky but with the acquisition of NW. Nonetheless they
acquired a digital powerhouse and dynamic management team which appreciates the dangers of traditional
retailing. Rowan holds just over 6% of the company’s equity, draws a sub-standard salary and regularly
rejects a salary increase that the supervisory board wants to “burden” him with.
On March 25th, 20194 Majestic announced “strategic considerations” for MR. The board will choose
between freeing up capital from the MR division or keeping it and trying to convert as many customers as
possible from MR to NW, as long as MR is generating cash flow. In a conversation with Rowan, he told us
that this is an unemotional decision based on NPV (especially the sale price of MR) – he is not attached to
the MR outlets. If Majestic thinks they can generate more shareholder value by converting customers, then
they will keep MR.
What is all this worth?
Majestic as a group is valued with an enterprise value of c. 210GBP and a market cap of GBP190m.
Management told us MR could generate about GBP20m in 2019. Looking at the M&A landscape one might
put a 5-6x EBITDA multiple on the business. There is still a decent cohort of PE houses willing to take on
retail businesses at that multiple. In a conservative case you could value MR at GBP80-90m. SkyNews5

Source: S&P CapitalIQ
https://otp.investis.com/clients/uk/majestic_wine/rns/regulatory-story.aspx?cid=1391&newsid=1242384
5 https://news.sky.com/story/former-comet-owner-wants-to-toast-100m-majestic-wines-deal-11724788
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recently reported that two private equity firms, OpCapita and Fortress, are interested. First rumors point
to a valuation of around GBP100m.
The tricky question is valuing NW. The company was acquired in 2015 (in a much lower valuation
environment) for GBP70m. Sales have more than doubled since then (at acquisition GBP80m sales) which
gives us a first datapoint. In 2019, consensus estimates suggest that NW could generate GBP180m in sales
and yield GBP10m EBIT. According to Majestic that includes GBP20m of growth investments. If you give
their statement only 50% credit, an adjusted EBIT for NW would be GBP20m. The business thus has the
potential to generate a 11% EBIT margin and is growing at 10-15% p.a. Hawesko, the owner of German
Jacques’ Weindepot trades on 15x 2019e EBIT. Hawesko EBIT margin is only 6% and growth rates are
around 5% p.a. Though we believe NW is far more future-oriented, it does give us a further data point.
Our conservative valuation approach for the group includes the following safety margins:
•
•
•

Only GBP80m valuation for MR
We apply the same sales multiple for the valuation of NW as manifested in the 2015 takeover and
ignore the fact that the business has reached critical mass with positive operating leverage
We ignore the two other divisions „Commercial“ and „Lay & Wheeler“ for which one would still
get paid in a trade sale (maybe GBP10-15m)

This gives us a share price of roughly GBP 3.00 versus the share price today: around GBP 2.63
Removing the safety margins gives us a share price of GBP 7.50
Why is Majestic trading so cheaply? The name of the group and its retail legacy scares off many potential
investors. Furthermore, the true underlying profitability of the business is not easy to read and disguises
the intrinsic value of the group. Also, the growth rates at NW are not as impressive as other e-commerce
businesses. Finally, Majestic shares have also been hit with an undifferentiated broad sell-off of British small
caps post-BREXIT referendum. All this contributed to the decline in the shares from their high of GBP
4.70 to their low of GBP 2.20.
Looks like we need to let this one breath a bit. Upon closer inspection, the catalysts have long legs and the
bouquet hints at a robust value creation.
Cheers!
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DISCLAIMERS
No Offer or Advice. The information contained herein has been prepared solely for informational purposes and is not an offer to
sell or purchase or a solicitation of an offer to sell or purchase an interest in any securities. CCA reserves the right to change,
modify, add or remove portions of any content at any time without notice and without liability. Those who access this do so at
their own initiative. You acknowledge that the content of this document is for general, informational purposes only and is not
intended to constitute an offer to sell or buy any securities or promise to undertake or solicit business, may not be relied upon in
connection with any offer or sale of securities. We do not provide investment or other advice, and this is not to be deemed a
recommendation that anyone buy, sell or hold any security or other investment or that you pursue any investment style or strategy.
You should consult with your own advisers with respect to your individual circumstances and needs.
No Warranties or Liability. We are not responsible for any damages that result from your use of this information. We have
compiled this in good faith and while we use reasonable efforts to include accurate and up-to-date information, this is provided on
an "as is" basis with no warranties of any kind. We do not warrant that the information is accurate, reliable, up to date or correct.
Your use of this information is solely at your own risk.
Confidentiality. This information is confidential. Recipients may not disclose any of this information to any person or use it for
any purpose other than those permitted by us in writing. Information in this document is exclusively directed towards professional
investors domiciled in Germany according to section 31a of the Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz – WpHG).
Investment advice and investment brokerage according to section 1 paragraph 1a No. 1a German Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz
- KWG) will be provided for the account and under the liability of BN & Partners Capital AG according to section 2 paragraph 10
German Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz - KWG). BN & Partners Capital AG has the required authorisation of Bundesanstalt für
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) according to section 32 German Banking Act.

Bei diesem Dokument handelt es sich um eine Werbemitteilung („WM“) im Sinne des Wertpapierhandelsgesetzes. Für den Inhalt
ist ausschließlich der unten genannte vertraglich gebundene Vermittler als Verfasser verantwortlich. Diese „WM“ wird
ausschließlich zu Informationszwecken eingesetzt und kann eine individuelle anlage- und anlegergerechte Beratung nicht ersetzen.
Der vorstehende Inhalt gibt ausschließlich die Meinungen des Verfassers wider, die von denen der BN & Partners Capital AG
abweichen können. Eine Änderung dieser Meinung ist jederzeit möglich, ohne dass es publiziert wird. Diese „WM“ begründet
weder einen Vertrag noch irgendeine anderweitige Verpflichtung oder stellt ein irgendwie geartetes Vertragsangebot dar. Ferner
stellen die Inhalte weder eine Anlageberatung, eine individuelle Anlageempfehlung, eine Einladung zur Zeichnung von
Wertpapieren oder eine Willenserklärung oder Aufforderung zum Vertragsschluss über ein Geschäft in Finanzinstrumenten dar.
Diese „WM“ ist nur für professionelle Kunden und geeignete Gegenparteien mit gewöhnlichem Aufenthalt bzw. Sitz in
Deutschland bestimmt und wurde nicht mit der Absicht verfasst, einen rechtlichen oder steuerlichen Rat zu geben. Die steuerliche
Behandlung von Transaktionen ist von den persönlichen Verhältnissen des jeweiligen Kunden abhängig und evtl. künftigen
Änderungen unterworfen. Empfehlungen und Prognosen stellen unverbindliche Werturteile über zukünftiges Geschehen dar, sie
können sich daher bzgl. der zukünftigen Entwicklung eines Produkts als unzutreffend erweisen. Die aufgeführten Informationen
beziehen sich ausschließlich auf den Zeitpunkt der Erstellung dieser „WM“, eine Garantie für die Aktualität und fortgeltende
Richtigkeit kann nicht übernommen werden. Die BN & Partners Capital AG übernimmt für den Inhalt, die Richtigkeit und die
Aktualität der enthaltenen Informationen keine Gewähr und haftet nicht für Schäden, die durch die Verwendung der „WM“ oder
Teilen hiervon entstehen. Die vorliegende „WM“ ist urheberrechtlich geschützt, jede Vervielfältigung und die gewerbliche
Verwendung sind nicht gestattet.
Datum: 3. Juni 2019. Herausgeber: CCA GmbH / Eschersheimer Landstraße 1-3/ 60322 Frankfurt handelnd als vertraglich
gebundener Vermittler (§ 2 Abs. 10 KWG) im Auftrag, im Namen, für Rechnung und unter der Haftung des verantwortlichen
Haftungsträgers BN & Partners Capital AG, Steinstraße 33, 50374 Erftstadt. BN & Partners Capital AG besitzt für die die
Erbringung der Anlageberatung gemäß § 1 Abs. 1a Nr. 1a KWG und der Anlagevermittlung gemäß § 1 Abs. 1a NR. 1 KWG eine
entsprechende Erlaubnis der Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht gemäß § 32 KWG.
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